Dorello's Canal for Laymen: A Lego-Like Presentation
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Abstract

Objective Dorello's canal was first described by Gruber in 1859, and later by Dorello. Vail also described the anatomy of Dorello's canal. In the preceding century, Dorello's canal was clinically important, in understanding sixth nerve palsy and nowadays it is mostly important for skull base surgery. The understanding of the three dimensional anatomy, of this canal is very difficult to understand, and there is no simple explanation for its anatomy and its relationship with adjacent structures. We present a simple, Lego-like, presentation of Dorello's canal, in a stepwise manner.

Materials and Methods Dorello's canal was dissected in five formalin-fixed cadaver specimens (10 sides). The craniotomy was performed, while preserving neural and vascular structures associated with the canal. A 3D model was created, to explain the canal's anatomy.

Results Using the petrous pyramid, the sixth nerve, the cavernous sinus, the trigeminal ganglion, the petroclival ligament and the posterior clinoid, the three-dimensional structure of Dorello's canal was defined. This simple representation aids in understanding the three dimensional relationship of Dorello's canal to its neighboring structures.

Conclusion Dorello's canal with its three dimensional structure and relationship to its neighboring anatomical structures could be reconstructed using a few anatomical building blocks. This method simplifies the understanding of this complex anatomical structure, and could be used for teaching purposes for aspiring neurosurgeons, and anatomy students.
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Dorello's canal was described for the first time, by Gruber, in 1859 AD, as an osteofibrous canal at the apex of the petrous bone, containing the abducens nerve and the inferior petrosal sinus.1,2 In 1905, Dorello, and later in 1992, Vail, described Dorello's canal's anatomy.2–4 Dorello's canal was noted to be clinically important in understanding sixth nerve palsy.2 In the recent century, Dorello's canal anatomy was further studied, and the clinical implications turned toward its relevance to skull base surgery, mostly for petroclival lesions.

Umansky et al were the first to perform a microanatomic study of the Dorello's canal, and reported it in 1991.2,5 Umansky's study contributed a lot to the understanding of the canal's anatomy. They presented microscopic measurements of Dorello's canal's anatomic elements and defined its complex relationship to the cavernous, basilar, and inferior petrosal sinuses.

The authors further discussed the controversies surrounding the canal's definition and proposed their own opinion in
this subject. Since then, many authors contributed a lot to the anatomic elucidation of this region.\textsuperscript{1,4-9} However, the three-dimensional (3D) anatomy of this canal is very complex and difficult to understand: there is no simple explanation for the structure of this canal and its relationship with adjacent structures. The petrous apex, with its adjacent structural relationships, was actually termed as one of the most complex regions of the skull base.\textsuperscript{7} In contrast to the surgical need for a detailed knowledge of the microanatomy of Dorello's canal, only a few references to this structure could be found in the literature.\textsuperscript{2} We present a simple, Lego-like presentation of Dorello's canal anatomy, in a stepwise manner, using few known anatomical landmarks, as building blocks.

**Methods**

Dorello's canal was dissected in five formalin-fixed cadaver head specimens (10 sides). The arteries were perfused with red silicone and the veins with blue silicone, in a manner described earlier.\textsuperscript{10} The specimens were dissected, with the aid of an operating microscope, to expose the petrous pyramid, the sixth nerve, the cavernous

![Figure 1](image) (A) A superior view of the skull base, with special attention to the area between the medial sphenoid wing and the posterior clinoid (Black circle), and Dorello’s canal illustrated by a plastic tube. (B) An enlarged view of the same image, emphasizing the proximity of Dorello’s canal to the foramen lacerum. (C) An even larger view of this area, emphasizing its complex three dimensional structure.
Results

The sixth cranial nerve, exits the brainstem, in the anterior aspect of the junction between the pons and the medulla. It has a short tract in the prepontine cistern, and then it enters the clival dura, in between the two layers of this dura. This dural entrance is followed by a sharp turn upwards (the petroclival segment of sixth nerve). In this interdural plane, it goes up, almost to the level of the petrous ridge, where it
enters Dorello’s canal, beneath Gruber’s ligament. Dorello’s canal may be simplified, as a canal, between a point below the posterior clinoid and the most anteromedial portion of the petrous ridge. It is 4.0 to 13 mm in length, and from 0.5 to 3.0 mm in diameter. The posteromedial limit of the canal is formed by a ligament, connecting the petrous ridge to the clivus (the petrosphenoidal ligament or Gruber’s ligament). The lateral wall is formed by the anteromedial sphenoid ridge and the medial wall by the clivus. The whole canal is embedded inside a venous confluence which occupies the space between the two dural layers (outer or endosteal and inner or cerebral) of the petroclival area. Once exiting Dorello’s canal, the abducens nerve enters the cavernous sinus, and assumes an inferolateral position, with respect to the cavernous carotid. – Fig. 1 depicts a superior view of the skull base. One should pay attention to the posterior clinoid, the medial petrous ridge, and the interval between them, to understand Dorello’s canal. This interval (– Fig. 1) is the place where the sixth cranial nerve leaves the posterior fossa and enters the middle cranial fossa. This interval is

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**Figure 3** (A) A superior view of the skull base, Gruber’s ligament (Petrosphenoidal ligament) was added. This ligament defines the posteromedial wall of the canal extends from the spina sphenoidalis located on the superior border of the petrous apex to the lateral border of the dorsum sellae and clivus, below the posterior clinoid. (B) An enlarged view of the same image, showing that from this angle, Dorello’s canal cannot be seen. (C) An even larger view of this area, demonstrating the tract of Gruber’s ligament.
actually where the Dorello’s canal is located, housing the abducens nerve, embedded in venous blood. The canal is in direct continuum with the cavernous sinus and it drains its venous blood to the basilar venous plexus.

Discussion

The reader is encouraged, to follow the sequence of the figures, while trying to reconstruct in his mind each figure, with its added anatomical landmark. One should try to imagine the skull base, and then add in his mind the mentioned building blocks.

The internal carotid artery enters the middle cranial fossa, through the carotid canal, just superior to the foramen lacerum (► Fig. 2). Here, this artery is termed C3, and is in the closest proximity to Dorello’s canal. – Fig. 3 adds Gruber’s ligament (Petrosphenoidal ligament) to the canal’s description. This ligament defines the roof of the canal.
posteromedially, extending from the spina sphenoidalis located on the superior border of the petrous apex to the lateral border of the dorsum sellae and clivus, below the posterior clinoid.\textsuperscript{5} \textbf{Fig. 4} shows the sixth cranial nerve (Abducens nerve), intracranial course. This nerve enters the middle fossa through Dorello’s canal, entering the cavernous sinus. Dorello’s canal is illustrated by a plastic tube. The relationship between the sixth nerve, Gruber’s ligament, the carotid artery, and the anterior clinoid process, is necessary to understand the 3D structure of the canal. \textbf{Fig. 5} shows the same structures with the trigeminal (Gasserian) ganglion added. All the previously mentioned structures are actually “hidden” medial to the trigeminal ganglion. \textbf{Fig. 6} is a flow chart describing the steps of the added anatomical building blocks.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The 3D structure of Dorello’s canal can be simplified, using five anatomical structures as building blocks. This canal, with its three dimensional structure and relationship to its neighboring anatomical structures could be reconstructed using...
This Lego-like method simplifies the understanding of this complex anatomical structure, and could be used for teaching purposes for aspiring neuroanatomists and neurosurgeons alike.
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